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Abstract

The application of AO techniques in model driven software development still faces strong challenges. Two challenges we focus on in this report are AO model evolution and synchronization. In this report, we adopt a BiG (Bidirectional Graph Transformation) approach to AO model evolution and synchronization. The essential idea of our approach to AO model evolution and synchronization is that we choose UML activity diagram as the behavior model of the system, and then conduct model refactoring by extracting aspects from the activity diagrams. The potential of BiG in this work is that models evolution is effectively supported based on queries and they can be synchronized automatically. This research can provide an interesting example about the application of the bidirectional transformation to model-driven software development, which will encourage the improvement of BiG so that it can be really applied in practice. The research is also expected to benefit AO model-driven software development in that the AO model evolution and synchronization is possible and can be automated.

1 Introduction

Aspect oriented software development (AOSD) [1], an emerging software development technology on the basis of the principle of separation of concerns (SoC), has drawn great attentions from the research community and industry in the last ten years. A concern is a particular set of behaviors needed by a computer program, and SoC is the process of separating a software system into distinct features that overlap in functionality as little as possible. The modularizations of software systems can therefore be improved and code
tangling be prevented in AOSD because concerns are expressed separately, in a crosscutting manner, and then automatically unified into the working systems.

However, the application of AO techniques in model driven software development still faces strong challenges. Model-driven software development is a software development methodology which introduces significant efficiencies and rigor to the theory and practice of software development where models are the main artefacts to be developed. Two challenges we focus on in this report are AO model evolution and synchronization. Model evolution refers to a gradual process in which a rough model (say source model) is transformed to a mature one (say target model), and the target model is more appropriate to be used for programming. Model synchronization refers to the process in which the modification of either the source or the target model will lead to the modification of another one, so that the consistency between the two models are maintained. The difficulty of conducting model-driven AOSD is that, although approaches to providing the developers with support in identifying and separating of concerns do exist, to the best of our knowledge, there lacks the model transformation approach to AO model evolution and synchronization. One reason is that the current models used for AOSD, such as use case diagrams [1], are not precise for describing the system’s behaviors, and therefore the model evolution and synchronization requiring precise semantics may be less efficient than expected. Furthermore, the foundation of AO model evolution and synchronization is not clearly supported. For example, when a source AO model is modified, how to modify the target model may not be decided if the source model does not clearly describe the system’s behaviors and the associated aspects.

In this report, we adopt a BiG (Bidirectional Graph Transformation) approach to AO model evolution and synchronization [2, 6]. BiG is a project proposed in NII for providing developers with a new standard for bidirectional model transformations, a novel formal method for evolutionary software development, and a trusty tool for artifact synchronization in their software development. The model transformation approach in BiG is desugared to a core graph algebra which has clear bidirectional semantics and be efficiently evaluated in a bidirectional manner. The essential idea of our approach to AO model evolution and synchronization is that we choose UML activity diagram as the behavior model of the system, and then conduct model refactoring by extracting aspects from the activity diagrams. The process of refactoring can be regarded as an instance of SoC, and the resulting model after refactoring can also further provide the programmers with support in using AOP (Aspect Oriented Programming) techniques to develop software. After that, the consistency between the models before and after refactoring needs to be maintained. The potential of BiG in this work is that models evolution is effectively supported based on queries and they can be synchronized automatically.
The research is expected to benefit software development in the following aspects. Firstly, BiG provides a promising approach to model transformation, which serves as the basis of the model evolution and synchronization. Therefore the research inspires the research on the AO model driven software development in that the AO model evolution and synchronization is possible and can be automated. Furthermore, the research can further benefit software developers in pervasively using AO techniques in practice in that AO model development, evolution, synchronization, and even aspect oriented code generation can be effectively integrated in the development. In addition, this research can provide an example about the application of the bidirectional transformation to model-driven software development, which will also encourage the improvement of BiG so that it can be really applied in practice.

This technical report is organized as follows. In section 2, we provide an overview of the application of BiG to AO model evolution and synchronization. In section 3, we introduce the graph model which is used to describe the UML activity diagram in this research. In section 4, we describe the queries on the graph model which provide developers with support in transforming models during model evolution and synchronization. In section 5, we describe the related work, and in section 6, we give out the conclusion and point out the future work.

2 An Overview of the BiG Approach to Model Evolution and Synchronization

In model-driven software engineering, models serve as a means for communication, documentation, and requirements capture [4]. In addition, models are the abstractions from programming languages and computational platforms to simplify the integration of software. We introduce in this section the models used for describing the software behaviors as well the associated AO notions. The models then serve as the basis of applying BiG to model evolution and synchronization.

2.1 Aspect-Oriented Software Behavior Models

We adopt UML activity diagrams for describing the software systems, because they are pervasively used in industry for the similarity of their structures (e.g., control flows, processes) to the structures of the program to be implemented [3]. An UML activity diagram is a loosely defined diagram for showing workflows of stepwise activities and actions, with support for choice, iteration and concurrency. Activity diagrams can be used to describe the business and operational step-by-step workflows of components in a system. One important feature we focus on in this paper is that an activity diagram
may contain activity partitions, each of which is a kind of activity group for identifying actions that have some characteristic in common [3]. Partitions divide the nodes and edges to constrain and show a view of the contained nodes. They often correspond to organizational units in a business model. They may be used to allocate characteristics or resources among the nodes of an activity.

In the research, we adopt an online shopping system as an example in order to explain the principle of the approach. As an initial step, we depict the system by using the UML activity diagram. As Figure 1 shows, the shopping activity is divided into two partitions: the customer part and the seller part. The former simulates the activities of a customer in order to commit an order, and the latter describes the behaviors of the seller when he/she receives an order form. In order to complete an order, a customer needs to at first login the system and then fill in and submit the order form. The seller needs to validate the order form when the order form is received, and then fill the order. After that, the seller needs to ship the order as well send the invoice to the customer. Once the customer receives the invoice, he/she needs to make a payment. The seller will close the order after the order is shipped and the payment is received. Note that all actions in the seller part need to be logged.

In spite of using the above mentioned activity diagram to develop the system, the programmers may also hope to separate the crosscutting concerns of the system in order to prevent code tangling. For this reason, the refactoring of the model may be necessary so that aspects can be modelled. One main advantage of this is that the programmers can use the AOP technique in their programming and thus the consistency between the model and the program can be maintained.

However, the UML activity diagram does not provide any explicit fa-
cilities for modelling aspects. In our research, we would adopt the activity partition above mentioned for describing an aspect, because an activity partition has the similar semantics about crosscutting concerns in that different parts of a system including aspects can be crosscutly organized using activity partitions. A partition can therefore contain not only the normal actions, but also crosscutting concerns (i.e., aspects), which will be explained in the next subsection.

2.2 AO Model Evolution

Aspect-Oriented Software Development focuses on the identification, specification and representation of crosscutting concerns and their modularization into separate functional units as well as their automated composition into a working system [1]. The main purpose of AO model evolution in this research is to extract advice components of aspects from the UML Activity Diagram (say model before evolution) so that the main concerns and the crosscutting concerns of the system are separated and clearly described in the model after evolution. A graphical representation of the AO model evolution is that the developers can drag some actions and then drop them in a specific Aspect Partition.

Let’s adopt the online shopping system as an example. As shown in Figure 2, the actions for logging and authentication can be modelled as the advice components of an aspect, each of which is further contained in an individual activity partition. Suppose we have a tool for providing the developers with support in AO model evolution. A developer using the tool is expected to ‘drag and drop’ actions (or the associated objects) to form an Advice Partition in the Aspect Partition. Suppose the developer wishes to choose the logging action after the condition [request rejected] to form an advice. A drag and drop of this logging action to the aspect partition will help to create an advice partition (see Figure 3), and the tool will help the developer to reorganize the activity diagram so that it holds precise semantics and comprehensible structure. Note that the extraction of actions from the activity diagram should be conducted manually, because only human beings can make correct decisions when choose the actions to be the advice.

Although we describe the AO model evolution as a ‘drag and drop’ of the actions in the model, the evolution process in this research is radically on the basis of the BiG approach. That is, we adopt bidirectional model transformation approach to model evolution, and the drag and drop of actions in the diagram is interpreted as queries on the diagram.

An activity diagram after evolution is shown in Figure 4. In this figure, the activity diagram is divided into three partitions: the customer part, the seller part, and the aspect part. The main concern of the system is composed of the former two parts, which are consistent to the original model shown
Figure 2: Identifying Advices from Online Shopping System

Figure 3: Creating An Advice for Online Shopping System
in Figure 1, except that several actions are extracted to form the advice partition in the aspect partition. Note that the advice ‘Logging After Each Operation in the Seller Partition’ is used in this figure for representing all logging actions in the seller partition. Such a combination of the similar actions to be one action is also correspondent to the notion ‘Pointcut’ in AOP.

2.3 AO Model Synchronization

An important activity of model-driven software development is model synchronization. In this research, after the AO model evolution is conducted, the source and target models usually coexist and may evolve independently. One reason for this is that the designer may have to discuss with the customers and improve the design on the basis of the source model, while may go through with the programmers by using the target model so that the programmers can develop the system using AOP techniques. However, it is usually necessary to modify either the source or the target model in order to improve the comprehensibility, preciseness, or satisfiability of the model. How to propagate modifications correctly across models in different formats and guarantee system consistency remains unsolved. For example, when using the online shopping system, the seller may require that the order must be shipped after the payment is validated. In order to satisfy this requirement, the designer needs to modify the activity diagram by adding the control flow between the processes ‘Validate Payment’ and ‘Ship Order’, and removing the control flow between ‘Fill Order’ and ‘Ship Order’ and that between ‘Validate Payment’ and ‘Close Order’, as Figure 5 shows. Thus a modification of the target AO model is necessary in order to satisfy this requirement and be consistent with the source model.

In this research, we would provide support in AO model synchronization by taking advantage of the ability of BiG approach in maintaining model
Figure 5: Online Shopping System After Modification
consistency. To the best of our knowledge, BiG is one of the few approaches which provide the developers with support in synchronizing the models before/after evolution automatically, and any change of the source model leads to a corresponding change of the target model, or vice versa. The research issue about this is: the modification of the source model may lead to the modification of the target model in its behavioral part, aspect part, or both, how to define the transformation rules still remains unsolved. Furthermore, any modification of the target model may not only lead to the modification of the source model, but also cause the consistency violations between the aspects and the behaviors of the target model. Therefore we need to develop methods to find out and remove these consistency violations.

2.4 Bidirectional Model Transformation

The aim of BiG is to solve this problem by proposing a linguistic framework for bidirectional model transformations [2, 6]. The framework includes (1) a new model transformation language with clear bidirectional semantics, being equipped with a powerful bidirectionality inference mechanism and a virtual machine on which bidirectional model transformation can be efficiently realized; (2) an environment for supporting programming, debugging and maintaining bidirectional model transformations; and (3) a set of application examples and domain-specific libraries that can be used in practice. Figure 6 depicts an architecture (the basic idea) of the compositional framework. A model transformation is described in UnQL+, which is functional (rather than rule-based as in many existing tools) and compositional with high modularity for reuse and maintenance. The model transformation is then desugared to a core graph algebra which consists of a set of constructors for building graphs and a powerful structural recursion for manipulating graphs. This graph algebra can have clear bidirectional semantics and be efficiently evaluated in a bidirectional manner.
In the research, since the source model is evolved to a target model describing the system’s behaviors and the associated aspects, the graph algebra among the source model, target model, and aspect part need to be efficiently evaluated. In addition, the aspects need to be woven into the target model so that the target model provides the expected functionality of the objective system. Therefore the consistencies to be maintained not only cover that between the source and target models, but also that between the source model and the aspect model and that between the target model and the aspect model, as Figure 7 shows.

3 Graph Data Model for UML Activity Diagram

A UML diagram is usually modelled in XMI 2.1 [7, 8], which provides an EMF-based implementation of UML 2.x OMG metamodel for the Eclipse platform. For example, a UML activity diagram containing one activity partition which includes an initial node, an activity final node, and a control flow between the two nodes is written in XMI 2.1, as next shows:

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<uml:Model xmi:version="2.1"
    xmlns:xmi="http://schema.omg.org/spec/XMI/2.1"
    xmlns:uml="http://www.eclipse.org/uml2/2.1.0/UML"
    xmi:id="_qb8akM37EdqwVrslYOdUDA"
    name="Example">
    <packagedElement xmi:type="uml:Activity"
        xmi:id="_VoiNIKDoEd6r0cWcxV8kMg"
        name="Example">
        <node xmi:type="uml:InitialNode"
            xmi:id="_eH1UsKDoEd6r0cWcxV8kMg"
            name="InitialNode1"
```

Figure 7: Consistencies among Models
Since the BiG approach accepts only root edge-labeled graphs as inputs [5, 6], it is necessary to translate the activity diagram in XMI to the root edge-labeled graph. Next we introduce some translation rules, and a root edge labeled graph after translation of the above UML activity diagram in XMI 2.1 is given in Figure 8.

- each element in the xmi file is translated to a subgraph of the root edge-labeled graph;
- the hierarchy of the diagram is maintained in the root edge-labeled graph. The attributes of an element A are translated to the children of A. If an element, say A, belongs to another element B, we need to add a link with the information ‘has child’ from B to A.
- if the value of an attribute is an id, add a link from the parent to the associated node or edge.
4 Queries

BiG adopts UnQL+, a graph querying language based on structural recursion, for graph query and transformation. UNQL+ has a convenient and powerful select-where structure for extracting information from a graph [5, 6]. In addition, UnQL+ provides a new replace-where construct suitable for specifying model transformation. Another two queries, delete and append, are also supported for model transformation. In this research, it is necessary to compose the basic query statements to complete the graphical ‘drag and drop’ for AO model evolution. Here we provides some typical query examples, including adding or deleting an element, modifying a value on an edge, and moving a subgraph.

4.1 Add/Delete An Element

The next program shows a query which is used to add an aspect partition to the activity diagram.

Query 1:

```
select
letrec
  sfun h1({Aspect : $g}) = {Aspect:{elementtype:{"group":{}}},
                           type: {"uml:ActivityPartition":{}}},
```
In this example, the activity diagram has an id `_azc1II2Ed6pFZh08NYKpA`. We have added a child haschild: Aspect to the root of the activity diagram and then achieved a temp database $tempdb$ through defining a query on the database $db$ by:

\[
\text{id: "Aspect":{},}
\]
\[
\text{name: "Aspect":{},}
\]
\[
\text{h1({$l : $g}) = {$l: h1($g)}}
\]
\[
\text{in h1($tempdb)}
\]
\[
\text{where } \text{$tempdb$ in (}
\]
\[
\text{select}
\]
\[
\text{letrec}
\]
\[
\text{sfun h1( {_azc1II2Ed6pFZh08NYKpA : $g}) =}
\]
\[
\text{{_azc1II2Ed6pFZh08NYKpA}:{haschild:{Aspect:{}} }U $g}
\]
\[
\text{| h1({$l : $g}) = {$l: h1($g)}}
\]
\[
\text{in h1($db})
\]

where the function h1 is applied to $db$. After that, we define the query on $tempdb$ in order to add new attributes including the type, id, and name to Aspect.

The query for deletion of an advice with id `Advice_001` is given in the next part:

**Query 2:**

\[
\text{select}
\]
\[
\text{letrec}
\]
\[
\text{sfun h1({Advice_001 : $g}) =}
\]
\[
\text{{Advice_001:{elementtype:"group":{}},}
\]
\[
\text{type:"uml:ActivityPartition":{}},
\]
\[
\text{id:{"Advice_001":{}},}
\]
\[
\text{name:{"Advice":{}}U $g}}
\]
\[
\text{| h1({$l : $g}) = {$l: h1($g)}}
\]
\[
\text{in h1($db})
\]
4.2 Move An Element

**Query 3** is a query statement which supports the finding of a pointcut with id ‘Pointcut_001’. The pointcut is then moved to be a subgraph following the edge with value ‘qb8akM37EdqwVrslYOdUDA’. In this example, the name of the pointcut is changed to ‘newname’.

---

**Query 3:**

```sql
select
letrec
  sfun h1({haschild: $g}) = h2($g)
  | h1({$l : $g}) = {$l: h1($g)}
and sfun h2({Pointcut_001 : $g}) = {}
  | h2({_qb8akM37EdqwVrslYOdUDA : $g}) =
    {_qb8akM37EdqwVrslYOdUDA: {haschild: $child} U h1($g) }
  | h2({_l : $g}) = {haschild: {$l: h1($g)}}
in h1($db) where $child in( select
letrec
  sfun h1({haschild: $g}) = h2($g)
  | h1({$l : $g}) = h1($g)
and sfun h2({Pointcut_001 : $g}) = {Pointcut_001 : $g}
  | h2({_l : $g}) = h2($g)
in h1($db)
)
```

---

4.3 Modify A Value

**Query 4** is a query statement which supports the modification of the attribute value of a pointcut with id ‘Pointcut_001’. In this example, the name of the pointcut is changed to ‘newname’.

---

**Query 4:**

```sql
select
letrec
  sfun h1({Pointcut_001 : $g}) = {Pointcut_001: h2($g)}
  | h1({$l : $g}) = {$l: h1($g)}
and sfun h2({name : $g}) = {name:{"newname":{}}}
  | h2({_l : $g}) = h2($g)
in h1($db)
```
Two transformation queries that are useful but still unsolved are: (1) replacing several values on the edges of the graph. (2) add/remove an edge from a specified node to another.

4.4 Composition of Queries and Optimization

Simple queries can be composed to a complex query (see Query 1). Suppose two simple transformations (say $f_1$ and $f_2$) should be conducted on a graph $g$, and $f_1$ and $f_2$ do not affect each other. We can then compose $f_1$ and $f_2$ in that $f_1$ receives the graph $g$ as its input, and $f_2$ receives the output of the transformation $f_1$ as its input, as next formula shows. The query should be optimized because it may not be necessary to achieve a new database (i.e., $f_2(g)$) in order to perform a second query.

$$(f_1 \oplus f_2)(g) = f_1(f_2(g))$$

However, the transformations to be composed may be tangled and the order of performing the transformations may be crucial. For example, the resulting graph of performing two transformations (deletion an element $e$ and adding $e$ to the graph) can be different if the order is reversed. The approach to composition and optimization of queries is an important issue, part of which has been addressed in BiG.

5 Related Work

This section introduces some potential applications of BiG in practice.

- Model driven software development [10-13]. A promising domain that can be strongly supported by BiG is software evolution and synchronization, such as the approach proposed in this report. Potential applications in this domain include the development of an MVC (Model-View-Controller) structure for software system and its automatic maintenance [15], the transformation among UML diagrams (or other kinds of software models) and their synchronization, model refactoring, and stepwise reverse engineering.

- Code generation [16, 17] and refactoring [14]. Code generation in this context means, that the user creates UML diagrams, which have some connoted model data, and the UML tool derives from the diagrams parts or all of the source code for the software system. In some tools, the user can provide a skeleton of the program source code, in the form of a source code template where predefined tokens are then replaced with program source code parts during the code generation process. The program may also be refactored so that its quality can be
improved. BiG can support the program refactoring and the synchronization, in a similar manner to what we conduct on model evolution and synchronization.

- Data management [18-23]. In order to map data across paradigms, the developers sometimes need to merge the data from multiple sources, and exchange it between sources. In addition, data needs to be synchronized if replicas in different formats exist. A more recent research effort allows declarative mappings to be specified between classes and XML schemas. BiG can provide with such supports in transforming, integrating, and exchanging data.

- Some other applications. A summer project in Shanghai Jiaotong University for sophomores is that they need to optimize a schedule through transforming the schedule to an event graph, and then calculating the longest critical path of the graph. BiG can provide the students with support in simplifying the development of the project.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this technical report, we describe a bidirectional model transformation approach to model evolution and synchronization. The essential idea of our approach is that we choose UML activity diagram as the behavior model of the system, and then conduct model refactoring by extracting aspects from the activity diagrams. The potential of BiG in this work is that models evolution is effectively supported based on queries and they can be synchronized automatically.

In the future, we would improve the approach proposed in this paper by defining more complex queries and optimizing them, and then refine the ‘drag and drop’ of the activity diagrams on the basis of the queries. We would also develop the tool to support the approach to model evolution and synchronization. An experimental comparison between BiG and other approaches (such as the Query/View/Transformation approach [9]) to AO model evolution and synchronization is necessary.
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